Exam & Grade Management
Managing student results will no longer take up faculty time and effort

“Implementation of iON ERP has enriched the reach of data and subsequent analysis efficiently across all modules”

Managing student results will no longer take up faculty time and effort. Ensuring that the examination process is conducted smoothly, right from exam enrollment by students to its culmination in publishing of results, is a complicated and laborious process taking up a lot of faculty and administrative time and effort. The Exam and Grades Management offering helps ease the process by taking on the administrative and operational tasks involved in managing student results.

The offering comprises of:

- **Student registration and enrolment**: Allows online (direct registration by students) or offline enrollment of students for an exam.

- **Hall Ticket**: Checking the Eligibility rules before issuing Hall ticket for regular and Backlog examinations.

- **Score processing and result publishing**: Allows ongoing capture, processing and publishing of scores to students and parents. Also capture marks through mobile.

- **Centralized command center view**: For Exam admin to view the progress of various exam related activities and evaluation and result publication.

- **Grading, progress reports and promotions**: Allows generation of students-wise grades, progress reports and promotion lists.

- **Option to mask student identity and Faculty Identity before marks capturing and result processing**: Option to enter marks by using a bar gun to read/validate the data from answer sheet.
Benefits

- The Exam Grades Management offering is delivered as a service, where iON manages upload of scores, configuration of score processing logic and generation of student report cards.
- Analytics can be drawn out to understand the overall performance of the students with respect to a particular subject, helping to gauge the effectiveness of the faculty in teaching and to identify students with consistent performance.
- Semester/Year wise result analysis of the students with pass–fail and drill down marks/grades information for the complete life cycle of the student. Also compares student performance across semester/year.
- Capturing marks and process and publish results on the same day. The entire process takes less than 10 minutes for each batch.
- Reduces the effort spent by faculty members on exam processes by 90 percent.
- Communication on students’ marks can be sent in a dynamic manner to the students/parents through email, SMS giving them a clear picture of their child’s performance.
- Controller of Examination (COE) can be authorized to monitor different activities of Exams.
- Easily generated reports that are complaint with boards and university norms.
- Over 50 types of reports can be generated.

Contact

To know more about the iON Digital Campus
Toll Free Number  1800 209 6030
Email       ion.salessupport@tcs.com

About TCS iON

TCS iON is a strategic business unit of Tata Consultancy Services focused on enabling institutions, government departments and organisations from multiple industry sectors to be efficient in their recruitment/admissions process, learning and skilling and overall business operations with the use of Phygital platforms. These are platforms that overlay digital technologies over physical assets.

We deliver this with a unique IT-as-a-Service model that provides easy-to-use, secured, integrated, and hosted solutions in a build-as-you-grow and pay-as-you-use business model. We serve our clients with the help of best practices gained through TCS’ global experience, deep domestic market exposure along with industry leading technology expertise.

For more information, visit us at www.tcsion.com
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